
TRUMIX® DC2 #2  
Neutral Cleaner 

•Safer Choice Approved
•Highly Concentrated
•Pleasant Citrus Fragrance

 



Trumix® DC2 Neutral Cleaner is formulated to clean effectively and is safer for the environment. A 
concentrated, low-foaming, all-purpose cleaner. This versatile product is excellent for use as a 
general-purpose surface cleaner, for mop and bucket cleaning, and in an automatic scrubber for 
cleaning floors. Its low-foam, phosphate free formula virtually eliminates rinsing and leaves surfaces 
clean without streaks or dulling haze. Packaged for use exclusively in the innovative, Trumix® DC2 
Chemical Management System.
User Friendly: 
Cleans without leaving streaks or dulling haze on 
finished floors. Quick acting rinse free cleaning 
reduces labor.

Cost Effective:
Neutral Cleaner is designed for use with                 
automatic scrubbers, wet mopping or as a        
general purpose cleaner. Concentrated for
 economical performance and low-end use cost. 
Saves shipping and inventory costs.

USE INFORMATION: 
The Trumix® DC2 bottle is preset to deliver a 1:128 ratio of Neutral Cleaner solution to any
appropriate end use container. Use the diluted product as directed according to the concentrate 
label.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Always dust mop floor first. Remove gum, labels 
and other attached soil deposits with a putty 
knife or long handled scraper. 
AUTOSCRUB CLEANING
1. DILUTE at 1 ounce per gallon (1:128 ratio) of 
    cool water. 
2. CLEAN: Scrub with red pad. Apply, scrub and 
    pick up in one operation. Rinsing not required.
3. PICK UP TRAILS: Use clean water and 
    mop/bucket to pick up any trails left from 
    autoscrubber.
DAMP MOPPING
1. DILUTE at 1 ounces per gallon (1:128 ratio) of 
    cool water in a bucket.
2. CLEAN: Use a clean mop and damp mop the 
    floor. Change the cleaning solution frequently. 
    No rinse required.
GENERAL CLEANING
1. DILUTE at 1 ounce to a gallon (1:128 ratio) of 
    cool water in a spray bottle, pail or bucket.
2. APPLY: Spray or apply with a sponge, cloth or 
    brush.
3. WIPE DRY.
  
PRODUCT AVAILABILITY:
F690228............................................ 4/64 oz.

TRUMIX® DC2

One Fuller Way
Great Bend, KS 67530
United States
CHEMTREC (800) 424-9300 
Emergency (620) 792-1711
24 hour Emergency (800) 424-9300
www.fullercommercial.com
F6902SS-0418

INGREDIENTS:
For ingredient information, 
please visit www.franklintechnology.com. 

8.5 ± 0.5
 Dark Green Liquid

Citrus
Complete

None

 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
pH...........................................................
Color........................................
Fragrance....................................................
Solubility in Water..................................
Flash Point ..................................................
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